
Section 1. AIMS Profile
After reviewing and/or updating the Educator Preparation Provider's (EPP's) profile in AIMS, check the box to indicate that the
information available is accurate. 

Section 2. Program Completers
2.1 How many candidates completed programs that prepared them to work in preschool through grade 12 settings during 
Academic Year 2016-2017 ?
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Institution: Northwestern Oklahoma State University

Unit: Division of Education

 
 

1.1 In AIMS, the following information is current and accurate...
  Agree Disagree

1.1.1 Contact person

1.1.2 EPP characteristics

1.1.3 Program listings

Enter a numeric value for each textbox.
 

2.1.1 Number of completers in programs leading to initial teacher certification or
licensure1 45 

2.1.2 Number of completers in advanced programs or programs leading to a degree,
endorsement, or some other credential that prepares the holder to serve in P-12 
schools (Do not include those completers counted above.)2

18 

Total number of program completers 63

 

1 For a description of the scope for Initial-Licensure Programs, see Policy 3.01 in the Accreditation Policy
Manual
2 For a description of the scope for Advanced-Level Programs, see Policy 3.02 in the Accreditation Policy
Manual

Section 3. Substantive Changes
Have any of the following substantive changes occurred at your educator preparation provider or
institution/organization during the 2016-2017 academic year?

3.1 Changes in the established mission or objectives of the institution/organization or the EPP

No Change / Not Applicable

3.2 Any change in the legal status, form of control, or ownership of the EPP.

No Change / Not Applicable

3.3 The addition of programs of study at a degree or credential level different from those that were offered 
when most recently accredited

No Change / Not Applicable

3.4 The addition of courses or programs that represent a significant departure, in terms of either content or 
delivery, from those that were offered when most recently accredited

No Change / Not Applicable

3.5 A contract with other providers for direct instructional services, including any teach-out agreements

No Change / Not Applicable
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Northwestern Oklahoma State University

In collaboration with

Enid High School & Woodward High School



METHOD OF EVALUATION

Students in the “Why Teach?” grant (Enid High School and Woodward High School students in the Teach Oklahoma program) completed quantitative and qualitative pre and post-assessments for the purpose of meeting the following objectives of the grant:

· Participants will gain insight into the teaching profession from the perspectives of experienced educators and teacher candidates

· Participants will gain knowledge of a teacher preparation program

· Participants will gain insight into the teacher shortage, subject area shortages, and teacher diversity.



The assessments were completed on paper in their respective Teach Oklahoma classes.  The quantitative pre and post-assessments items were graphed (see graphs in the latter portion of this report) and comparatively analyzed by item.  The qualitative data were also comparatively analyzed by item.  



The students conducted a research project as part of the grant by interviewing current classroom teachers and teacher education faculty at Northwestern Oklahoma State University.  The research met the following objective of the grant:

· Participants will collaborate on a project regarding the question, “Why teach?”



The research was reviewed by an NWOSU education faculty member who is currently a doctoral student at Oklahoma State University.  The students presented their research at Oklahoma Research Day in Enid on March 3, 2017.



MEASURED OUTCOME

Twenty-four students completed demographic information that was collected at the beginning of the grant.  The majority of the students were white, female and in the twelfth grade during the time of the grant.  Seventeen percent of the participants were Hispanic with the remaining eighty-three percent white.  Five of the twenty-four had a family member who is a teacher, and eight responded they would be first generation college attendees. (See demographic information charts/graphs in the latter portion of this report.)



The data collected were quantitative and qualitative. 



Quantitative:  The pre and post-quantitative assessments were statements to which the students responded “Strongly Agree”, “Agree”, “Neutral”, “Disagree”, and “Strongly Disagree”.  Both assessments were the same with the exception of an additional statement on the post-assessment:  “The activities with NWOSU provided encouragement for me to choose a career in teaching.” 



The pre-assessment had twenty-three respondents, the post-assessment fifteen respondents with the exception of statement #6 that had fourteen respondents due to one individual not responding to the statement.  The difference in the number of respondents for the pre and post-assessments is due to students leaving the Teach Oklahoma class at their respective high schools.  Even though the number of respondents declined by eight, a comparison of the pre and post- assessments bar graphs reveal there were no noticeable differences except for statements #5, #6, and #11.  Statement #5 was, “The classes taken to prepare to be a teacher are important.”  The pre-assessment result was twelve strongly agree, ten agree, and one neutral.  The post assessment result was twelve strongly agree and three agree.  Statement #6 was, “I know the requirements for becoming a teacher.”  The pre-assessment result was three strongly agree, five agree, twelve neutral, two disagree, and one strongly disagree.  The post-assessment result was ten strongly agree and four agree.  Assessment statements #5 and #6 align with grant objective number two, “Participants will gain knowledge of a teacher preparation program.”  



Statement #11 was, “I want to be a teacher.”  The pre-assessment result was seven strongly agree, five agree, ten neutral, and one strongly disagree.  The post-assessment result was ten strongly agree, one agree, two neutral, one disagree, and one strongly disagree. The responses to question #10 on the post-assessment, “The activities with NWOSU provided encouragement for me to choose a career in teaching,” were eight strongly agree, five agree, and two neutral. Assessment questions #11 and #10 align with the goal of the grant, “The goal of ‘Why Teach?’ is to encourage high school students in the Teach Oklahoma program to choose a career in teaching through immersive educational activities.” (See graphs in the latter portion of this report.) 



Qualitative:  The Teach Oklahoma students completed qualitative pre and post-assessments both of which had the same questions with one exception:  The pre-assessment had the question, “What do you want to know about the process of becoming a teacher?”  The post-assessment question was, “What did you learn about the process of becoming a teacher?”  Compilation of all of the responses for both assessments are contained in this report.  



A review of the qualitative data reveals the students are insightful about the benefits and drawbacks of teaching.  They know there is a teacher shortage and the specific areas in which there is the greatest need.  They know a college degree is a requirement to become a teacher, and the majority place value upon diversity in teaching.  The qualitative questions align with all four grant objectives.  One response to the post-assessment question, “Why is teaching a career choose?” was, “It’s the job that pays out the most regardless the amount on the paycheck.”  The responses, both pre and post, to the question, “Why is teaching a career to not choose?” centered on pay.  This was particularly true with the responses to that question on the post-assessment.



Research:  Attached to this report is the abstract written for the research project conducted by the Teach Oklahoma students, “Why Teach?”  The research, consisting of interviewing three current teachers in P-12 settings and teacher education faculty at NWOSU, was reviewed by one of the project coordinators who is currently a doctoral student at Oklahoma State University.  His doctoral research is based upon the same question, “Why teach?”  From the review of the research, themes emerged and those themes became the basis for preliminary conclusions.  The conclusions were abstracted and a poster was designed for the students for their presentation at Oklahoma Research Day.  The poster is attached to this report.  





CHALLENGES

There were no major challenges.  The Teach Oklahoma Woodward students decided to make a second trip to the NWOSU Alva campus to interview teacher education faculty rather than having the faculty go to Woodward.  This was due to the time of the Woodward students’ class—8:00 A.M.  Woodward is approximately sixty miles from Alva making it difficult for faculty to be in Woodward for the class.  The Woodward teachers and students were eager to make a second trip to Alva to interview NWOSU faculty.  This change in format caused no problems, and the grant had sufficient transportation funds to cover the second trip. 



HIGHLIGHTS

All of the planned activities went well and had value.  However, there were three activities that were particularly meaningful:

  

(1) The first highlight was the trip to NWOSU Alva during which students were immersed in university classes.  The students stated while they enjoyed being in the classes, the most important part of the day’s activities was having lunch with NWOSU teacher education majors.  During the lunch the students were able to have informal dialogue with teacher candidates and felt free to ask questions about being an education major and why the candidates chose to major in education.  Due to the students’ feedback about the value of the time with NWOSU education majors, more was allocated for the trip to NWOSU Enid. The participants were also very appreciative of the materials provided (backpack and notebook) to use while they conducted interviews of teachers.  



(2) The second highlight was the trip to NWOSU Enid.  That campus is home to a four year old program as a part of Enid Public Schools early childhood education program.  As part of the day’s activities, the students participated in a project (using a Chromebook) alongside the early childhood students.  When first told of the project, the high school students appeared to be afraid of working closely with the four year olds.  However, after a few minutes, the high school students relaxed and became very involved with the young children.  The photo on the research poster came from this activity.  A front page article about the students’ trip to Enid appeared in the Enid Morning News the next day:



http://www.enidnews.com/news/local_news/definitely-not-book-learning-program-shows-students-the-other-side/article_d9d5190d-c75a-5526-b3fe-20110d154ca5.html



(3) The third highlight was the participation of the high school students in Oklahoma Research Day in Enid on March 3, 2017.  The students presided over a poster session, discussing the findings of their research on the topic, “Why Teach”?  The students were engaged in their presentation.  Additionally, they had the opportunity to view the other research posters.  There were approximately seven hundred people in attendance for this event providing the students opportunities to interact with researchers from universities across the state.  A reporter from “The Oklahoman” newspaper interviewed one of the project co-directors about the students’ research. 



PROJECT STRUCTURE

The only difficulty in the project structure was the amount budgeted for transportation.  The transportation cost estimate was based upon a superintendent’s quote of $2.50 per mile so that was the amount projected in the budget.  That amount was far greater than the actual invoices from one of the two school districts involved in the project.  The other district chose not to request reimbursement for transportation in spite of repeated offers to do so on the part of the project co-directors.  This resulted in a significant amount budgeted for transportation not being expended.  After multiple considerations regarding an acceptable budget revision, all agreed upon the purchase of two sets of the DVD series by Harry Wong, “The Effective Teacher”.  The teachers for their respective “Teach Oklahoma” classroom were excited to receive the set for use with future Teach Oklahoma students. 



FEEDBACK

One of the Enid Teach Oklahoma students completed high school graduation requirements in December and decided to enroll at NWOSU in January.  She credits her experiences through this grant in the fall semester as influencing her decision to begin college in the middle of the year rather than take additional high school courses that would not be educationally beneficial.  Another Enid Teach Oklahoma student has chosen to attend NWOSU in fall, 2017, as a teacher education major.



The three teachers involved in the project from Enid and Woodward agreed the grant was a very worthwhile project for their students and have strongly endorsed participation in a very similar program with their Teach Oklahoma students for 2017-2018. 



The words of the grant participants ascribe the value of what was learned during the grant.  Two responses to the pre-assessment question, “What do you want to know about the process of becoming a teacher?” were:

· “If it is really worth it.  I don’t want to go through schooling just to end up doing something I hate.”

· “Is the job worth the schooling?”



One qualitative response to the same question, post-assessment was, 

· “The process of becoming a teacher can be stressful and challenging but in the long run is very worth it.”

· “I learned you must love students.”



A student’s post-assessment response to “Why teach?” summarizes the value of the grant: 



“The outcome from this job is so satisfying.  You are teaching kids to take on the world.” 



















































Quantitative Pre-Assessment















































Quantitative Post Assessment































































































Qualitative Pre Assessment

(All responses presented as written by respondents)

		Why are you participating in the Teach Oklahoma Program?



		For the internship at other schools in Woodward



		I am participating to see if this is really what I want to do… you often have to figure yourself out before deciding on a major and that’s what I am trying to do. 



		I had to switch out of band.



		To get an early start of some of the important things we will need to know. 



		It sounded really cool and this is the first year it was offered at Woodward, so I decided to try it. The Internship next semester!!!



		I enjoy telling people new information and what to know if I would like to go into teaching. 



		I am participating in the Teach OK program because I have always wanted to be a teacher.  I just really want to make kids as excited about agricultural as I am. 



		Because I want to become a teacher and be an inspiration to children and make a difference in their lives. 



		I want to be a teacher and it’s a wonderful learning opportunity.



		I want to make a difference in a student’s life while they are at school



		Because I'd like to be a teacher when I am older. 



		I want to become a high school teacher to help and inspire kids. 



		To learn the traits and talents to further in my interest. 



		To become a great teachers. 



		Because I am going to be a teacher & this is a wonderful step to take to get started in the teaching career. 



		It looks good on experience.  It gives me experience. 



		To become a teacher.



		Because I want to help teachers and maybe one someday.



		Because it was on my schedule.



		Because I've already taken every other class, this was the last one left. 



		I thought it might be fun. 



		Because I had to pick 5 other classes. 



		 



		Why is teaching a career choose?



		Summers off and allows time with children. 



		The outcome from the job is so satisfying, you are teaching kids how to take on the world. 



		You can significantly impact people's lives for the better. 



		Because you get to change lives and inspire others. 



		This world needs more teachers. 



		Teachers make some of the biggest impacts in a student’s life.   If you can make that impact positive, it’s a wonderful thing. 



		Teaching is a career to choose because it is a very rewarding job. I don’t think there could be anything better than getting to teach young people about what I love and getting to watch them grow up in the process. 



		In my opinion you get to help kids every day.  You again get to be the person that they are always happy to see. 



		You get to shape young minds!



		You get to form a relationship with the kids.  You can make an impact in their life. 



		I like to be around students and sort of coach them into an adult. 



		The education you give to students will follow them through life. 



		To further improve our nation in our education system



		Cause I love working with kids and want to be a part of the beginning of the years through school. 



		To help inspire students to help build future generations. 



		You can be a kids inspiration, it helps others



		Because without teachers we'd not have jobs. 



		If you like younger people. 



		To help students learn



		You can change the future generations. 



		You get to help build other's futures.



		Help kids become the future, just to know that you're knowledge impacted a child's life. 



		Relationship with student. 



		 



		Why is teaching a career to not choose?



		Low Pay



		You may not be able to provide for your family like you hoped due to pay.



		Not great pay.



		You must have patience and be able to work well with others. 



		Low Low Pay



		It very time consuming.  Sometimes it would be hard to spend time with your family. 



		Teaching is a career to not choose because the pay is little. You work long hours and you may not be getting the respect you deserve.  



		The pay is not all that great. 



		Teachers are often over looked and under paid.



		I have heard that one of the worst parts of being a teacher is the grading. 



		The pay is so gosh darn low. 



		The pay isn't the best



		Well in Oklahoma the budget cuts have discouraged a lot of people potentially becoming teachers. 



		Doesn’t pay well



		Doesn’t pay well



		Money



		It doesn’t pay as much, you get disrespected.



		It doesn't pay enough



		Well in Oklahoma, because it doesn't pay enough. 



		You don’t get paid well, the students don’t respect you. 



		Mostly money, the pay is not good. 



		Low Pay



		 



		What do you want to know about the process of becoming a teacher?



		All of the classes that I would need to take. 



		How observation hours and student teaching is handled.



		How difficult is it?



		I would like to know how long it takes to become certified without emergency certification.



		Where do I start?



		What support is there for new teachers? How do you get a degree in a certain field?



		I want to know about the certification process.



		Pretty much everything, how to do lessons plans. What it takes to teach the kids in general. 



		If it is really worth it.  I don’t want to go through schooling just to end up doing something I'll hate. 



		How to emotionally deal with the troubles the kids may bring



		Is the job worth the schooling?



		How much will job shadowing affect my teaching? 



		The steps involved in becoming a teacher.



		I plan on teaching after high school



		everything



		How hard is it?



		What to know and how to empathize with the students



		How long does it take to become one? 



		How long do you have to go to college to become one? 



		Why Teach?



		How long it will take and what are the requirements. 



		Nothing. 



		 



		What type of education does it take to become a teacher?



		Bachelor's Degree



		A knowledge in a subject you know and have passion for.. (Bachelors) 



		Bachelors



		Bachelor’s Degree?



		Bachelor’s Degree



		Four or Five years of College and test



		It takes a bachelor’s degree in education, however to become and emergency certified teacher you just need a bachelor’s degree



		4years of college and graduate with a bachelor’s degree



		Bachelor’s degree in education



		Bachelor’s Degree



		4 year degree in education and a bachelors in preferably the subject ya teach.



		The major of the subject you want to teach and an education degree. 



		It takes having a position in education



		college and high school diploma



		A master’s degree?



		I think a master’s degree(college Education)



		college



		A four year college? Master's Degree?



		Good Education



		Good Education



		College?



		This I do not know. 



		IDK



		 



		What do you know about the teacher shortage in Oklahoma?



		Teachers are moving out of state or changing professions, because they aren't making enough money. 



		It’s a MAJOR issue. 



		Many are leaving for better paying jobs in Texas



		That we are in such desperate need we are emergency certifying them. 



		I know Oklahoma has emergency certified teachers, which is crazy!



		There are a lot of emergency certified teachers.  A lot of teachers leave by three years. 



		Teachers are leaving the state because of the pay. 



		Losing an enormous amount.  Why they do emergency certification



		Oklahoma teachers are leaving to other states to get better pay. 



		Many teachers are moving out of the state for better pay, and that causes class sizes to have more students.



		I know the amount of emergency certified teachers is too high.



		The pay in Oklahoma isn't great so teachers move to different states. 



		That the teachers are being fired because of budget cuts.  Also many teachers are quitting their teaching careers.



		Not much just that we got uss & 655 teachers



		I don’t know a lot about it I just recently was informed of the shortage. 



		There are short of teachers due to pay. 



		It’s a very high shortage



		Are leaving because they don’t get paid as much. 



		It doesn’t pay enough. 



		That no one wants to be a teacher, because they are so disrespected by kids and parents and don’t make enough money. 



		They are fewer teachers willing to teach every year. 



		That we have very low amounts of educators. 



		Nothing.



		 



		In what subject areas is the need greatest for teachers?



		All subject areas. 



		Early Education (1st-5th grades)?



		Math subjects as many people struggle with math.



		Every area



		I assume all of them



		STEM courses



		All subject areas. 



		English, Math, Science the basics for elementary.



		Mathematics



		STEM courses



		I am not sure but if I were to guess I'd say Science.



		Science & Math



		In my opinion the Math & Science areas



		Math, Science, English, History



		I am not quite informed on this. 



		Reading & Math



		All of them



		Music



		Math



		Math, Reading.



		I don’t know. 



		Maybe Math?



		Science



		What role does diversity have in teaching?



		Diversity plays and important role in teaching because everyone is different. 



		It shows children that different is okay.  We all don’t have to be same in this world to succeed!



		Everyone learns differently so you need to be able to teach your whole class. 



		It keeps students from being bored, it keeps them alert. 



		I don’t know? I wouldn’t Assume it would matter…Diversity isn't a problem in our school. Why would it be different for teachers?



		the more diverse teachers, the better it is for students to an extent



		Diversity is important because you learn things from different perspectives. 



		?



		None, if a teacher is a good teacher they're a good teachers. Nothing else should matter.



		Diversity plays a huge role in teaching.  There needs to be those teachers that can lift you up when you need it, and you need to have those teachers that will push you to what you are capable of doing.  Not every teacher can be the both of those.  Most importantly though, you need to be yourself and be able to express it. 



		All teachers can’t be the same, students react better with different teaching styles. 



		There needs to be diversity so students may learn about the different experiences of each teacher and be able to relate. 



		The Diversity can cause many different ways and or strategy in teaching. 



		Not sure. 



		Gives people understanding



		It teaches the importance of being unique



		Everyone is equal, and hopefully it teaches students not to be racist. 



		IDK



		You can relate to all or most kids because not all are the same diversity or culture. 



		I don’t Know. 



		I am not sure, maybe like different ethnicities could make students more comfortable. 



		Different types of teachers = love :)



























Qualitative Post Assessment

(All responses presented as written by respondents)

		 



		Why are you participating in the Teach Oklahoma Program?



		To learn leadership skills and to pursue teaching as a career. 



		I am participating so that I can become a teacher and to learn leadership skills. 



		I would love to.



		to fill up a class



		I needed a fourth hour.



		I want to know about teaching.



		Seeing the need for teachers is one reason but also being able to teach the future and build relationships is a huge privilege



		To explore my options in the teaching profession. 



		internship



		Because I would like to become a teacher when I am older. 



		I have always wanted to be a teacher. So I wanted t make sure it was right for me before I get to college.



		I am taking Teach OK to prepare me for the future and give me hands on experience. 



		I am participating in the Teach Oklahoma program to learn more about the profession to determine whether this is something I want to do. 



		To learn about teaching before actual college and wasting money to figure out its not for you. 



		 



		Why is teaching a career choose?



		Because of the chance to make a difference at least one life. 



		Because if you care about the kids the you would love it. 



		The chance to make an influence in student’s life. 



		Everyone bashes teaching because of the poor pay and disrespectful students. But teaching should be chosen because when being a teacher you have the ability to affect a child's life in a positive way. 



		To help the next generation of kids. 



		You get to be around kids. 



		Teachers are very important in the lives of children. 



		You are making an impact in other people's lives.  But you are also teaching future generations. 



		It’s the job that pays out the most regardless the amount on the paycheck. 



		I love small children.



		You get a nice environment and time off and its fun. 



		It’s very rewarding and you're always learning something new. 



		Teachers prepare new generations for the future and to take on the world.



		Teaching is a career that people should choose because a teacher is a mentor and can help to change the world by helping to develop the minds of students. 



		Because you are shaping the future. 



		 



		Why is teaching a career to not choose?



		Because of the stress it can cause. 



		If you don’t like kinds then…



		I wouldn’t choose it because of the money shortage.



		The main reason teaching is always shot down, is because poor pay and having to deal with disrespectful students, but honestly the gratification of making a difference out ways the cons of teaching. 



		The money is bad, kids are bad and that’s about it. 



		30,000 annual income.



		If you don’t like kids



		There may be general negative statements about becoming a teacher, like the pay but if you are wanting to become one it not about the pay.



		When I started this program I could of possibly told you but now I can’t tell you a reason.  It’s all I want to do. 



		Low pay.



		Bad pay,



		The pay



		Teaching takes up time at home and pays very little



		a person who doesn’t enjoy working with young people should definitely not become a teacher.



		Low pay



		 



		What did you learn about the process of becoming a teacher?



		The process of becoming a teacher can be stressful and challenging, but in the long run is very worth it. 



		It’s not easy, kinds can be rude but you have to learn how to handle it. 



		Management Skills and patience are the key because it can be aggravating. 



		Teaching is not all the at it seems, there's more to it then you'd think as an outsiders looking in. 



		I don’t really know anything about what steps to take on becoming a teacher. 



		It’s a lot of responsibility. 



		It’s exciting. 



		It’s not as easy as stepping into a classroom and talking, it’s so much more. There is attitudes, complaints, grading, but I believe it’s all worth it. 



		It’s a process but it’s a process that's worth it. 



		Tons of reflective writing.



		I learned you must love students. 



		You have to take several classes geared toward teaching and you need several hours of observation and student teaching. 



		Long, reflective process with hands on fire work.



		There is a lot of observing that must be done throughout the process. 



		It takes a lot of patience and organization skills and you need to use your time wisely. 



		 



		What type of education does it take to become a teacher?



		a college education



		an educational



		a college education



		Post-Secondary education such as a community college or a university. 



		It should take at least 4 years bachelor degree for becoming a student.



		College Education 



		HS, College



		Bachelor’s Degree



		It takes a bachelor’s degree in education or a degree with emergency certification



		Bachelors in subject teaching usually



		4 year degree



		Bachelor’s Degree



		bachelor’s degree in education and a test for the grade level/subject



		A degree in the subject area that the teacher would like to teach 



		4 years of college



		 



		What do you know about the teacher shortage in Oklahoma?



		There is a major teacher shortage because of the pay and educational funding's. 



		I know that due to low pay people aren't wanting to choose teaching. 



		Teacher shortages are rapidly going up, especially in science and math.



		I don’t really know anything to be honest.  All I know is that we don’t have enough money for a regular high school because all the colleges are getting the money. 



		It’s getting worse.



		People who want to become teachers are moving out of Oklahoma because of the pay. 



		In needs to be taken care of!



		Everyone moves out of Oklahoma to better paying states like Texas



		They all leave because pay bites. 



		Individuals with a bachelor’s degree in any area can become emergency certified teachers to fill positions



		Teachers educated in Oklahoma go to other states to be paid more.



		The teacher exodus is being caused by the law salaries that Oklahoma is paying and other states pay higher. 



		it is a huge problem



		 



		In what subject areas is the need greatest for teachers?



		Science & Math



		Science & Mathematics



		Math & Science. 



		Science & Math are specifically hurting for teachers.



		I believe every subject is important in a way.  If the teacher is smart and knows what he's talking about then it doesn't matter the subject. 



		Science & Math are the worse.  Free college if you stay here for 4 years after graduating



		All of them.



		I don’t believe many people want to teach math as much? Or maybe its just because I don’t like it. 



		STEM, FACS, any position really….



		ELL and STEM classes



		Science 



		STEM, ELL, Special Ed



		Common Core Classes



		Math 



		All!



		 



		What role does diversity have in teaching?



		a giant role, teaching should be as diverse as the world. 



		Teachers are divers, as well as the students. So diversity is important. 



		The classrooms should be filled with diversity. 



		The classroom should have lots of diversity, I feel it would be important, it would be more realistic for the students considering the society now is very diverse. 



		Well I don’t care about diversity as long as I am getting my education.



		Different ethics means different skills. 



		A big role because diversity is the key to acceptance. 



		There is definitely going to be people from different backgrounds but in the classroom we are all the same.  Just students wanting to further their education. 



		It allows students to learn more effectively. Plus it shows students that its okay to be different. 



		Showing kids that diversity is okay and good. 



		It makes the school feel comfortable.



		It exposes students to new things



		Students see that they can be a teachers no matter how diverse and see their teachers are like them.



		Diversity allows different teachers to form a connection with different types of students. 











Title: "Why Teach?" 
Abstract:  The teacher shortage in Oklahoma and the country is well documented (Aragon, 2016; Eger, 2015; Ingersoll, 2001; Watson, 2015). Many factors contribute to teachers' decisions to enter and continue in the profession (Billingsley, 2004, 1993; Darling-Hammond, 2003). Due to the pervasiveness of the shortages, it is important to remain abreast of teachers' reasons for and sentiments toward teaching. Through a grant provided by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education, high school students participating in Teach Oklahoma in collaboration with Northwestern Oklahoma State University's Division of Education interviewed in-service elementary, secondary, and collegiate teachers. Researchers asked two questions of the teachers: "Why did you choose to become a teacher?" and "Why do you continue to teach?" Several themes emerged from preliminary analysis of the interviews consistent with those identified by Phillips and Hatch (2000). Furthermore, it appears many of the reasons given may be categorized in motivational terms--that is, extrinsic and intrinsic motivational reasons to teach. Finally, there is some indication that teachers regularly weigh negative and positive personal and environmental factors when considering their motivation to continue. It is anticipated that these results will positively contribute to the ongoing examination of teacher recruitment and retention.

















Ethnic Group



Ethnic Group	African American 	Asian	American Indian	

Hispanic	White-Caucasian	Other Group	Choose Not to Respond	4	20	



Is anyone in your family a teacher?





Yes	No	5	19	





First Generation to Attend College?





YES 	NO	8	16	







The most important aspect of being a teacher is knowledge of the subject being taught. 	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	6	11	5	1	





The most important aspect of being a a teacher is the ability to relate to the students.



The most important aspect of beinga a teacher is the ability to relate to the students.	

11	11	1	







The most important aspect of teaching is motivating students.	

16	7	







Being a teacher requires many abilities. 	

13	7	3	







The classes taken to prepare to be a teacher are important. 	

12	10	1	







I know the requirements for becoming a	 teacher.	

3	5	12	2	1	







The requirements for becoming a teacher are appropriate.	

5	12	5	1	







Having diversity in teachers is important.	

14	8	1	







The shortage of teachers is a problem t	hat needs to be solved. 	

19	4	







I want to be a teacher. 	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	7	5	10	1	







The most important aspect of being a teacher is knowledge of the subject being taught. 	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	6	5	3	0	1	





The most important aspect of being a teacher is the ability to relate to the students.



The most important aspect of beinga a teacher is the ability to relate to the students.	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	5	8	2	0	0	







The most important aspect of teaching is motivating students.	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	9	6	0	0	







Being a teacher requires many abilities. 	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	11	3	1	0	0	







The classes taken to prepare to be a teacher are important. 	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	12	3	0	0	







I know the requirements for becoming a teacher.	0	

Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	10	4	0	0	







The requirements for becoming a teacher are appropriate.	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	2	12	1	0	0	







Having diversity in teachers is important.	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	9	4	1	1	0	







The shortage of teachers is a problem that needs to be solved. 	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	13	2	0	0	







The activities with NWOSU provided encouragement for me to choose a career in teaching. 	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	8	5	2	0	0	







I want to be a teacher. 	

Stongly Agree (SA)	Agree (A)	Neutral (N)	Disagree (D)	Strongly Disagree (SD)	10	1	2	1	1	





Grade Level



Grade Level	9th 	10th 	11th 	12th 	1	4	19	



Age Group



14	15	16	17	18	4	14	6	





Gender





Female 	Male	19	5	



image1.jpeg
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A-C

		NWOSU Diversity Rating						Ethnic Makeup										Mobility		Free/Red Lunch Eligibility %		Special		ELL

								This Site										(New Student %)				Ed %		Enrollment %

				District		Site		Caucasian		Black		Asian		Hispanic		Nat Amer		School		School		School		School

		1		Aline-Cleo		Aline-Cleo Elementary 		92%		0%		0%		8%		0%		9%		55%		24.80%		0.00%

		1		Aline-Cleo		Aline-Cleo High School		93%		0%		0%		0%		7%		9%		48%		21.80%		0.00%

		1		Alva 		Lincoln Elementary		78%		3%		1%		15%		4%		10%		53%		12.50%		0.70%

		1		Alva		Longfellow Elementary		82%		4%		1%		8%		5%		13%		46%		10.70%		0.90%

		1		Alva		Alva Middle School		77%		3%		2%		13%		4%		7%		55%		18.50%		3.80%

		1		Alva 		Alva High School		79%		2%		2%		10%		7%		3%		32%		14.60%		1.60%

		1		Arnett		Arnett Elementary		88%		1%		0%		8%		3%		8%		49%		15.70%		0.00%

		1		Arnett		Arnett High School		88%		2%		0%		7%		4%		10%		36%		16.10%		0.00%

		2		Beaver		Beaver Elementary		57%		0%		0%		42%		1%		5%		62%		11.40%		7.70%

		1		Beaver		Beaver High School		67%		0%		1%		31%		1%		8%		44%		3.20%		8.40%

		3		Blackwell		Blackwell Elementary		71%		2%		1%		10%		16%		13%		77%		19.80%		4.00%

		3		Blackwell		Blackwell Middle School		56%		1%		0%		13%		29%		8%		70%		19.40%		1.90%

		1		Blackwell		Blackwell High School		63%		1%		0%		14%		22%		8%		57%		12.90%		1.00%

		3		Boise City		Boise City Elementary		56%		0%		1%		42%		4%		12%		83%		25.30%		2.40%

		2		Boise City		Boise City Junior High		43%		2%		0%		55%		0%		4%		76%		FTR		2.40%

		3		Boise City		Boise City High School		56%		0%		2%		42%		0%		4%		67%		15.50%		6.00%

		2		Buffalo		Buffalo Elementary		62%		0%		0%		37%		0%		6%		62%		9.60%		17.00%

		3		Buffalo		Buffalo High School		69%		0%		2%		27%		0%		11%		66%		18.60%		3.40%

		2		Burlington		Burlington Elementary		84%		0%		1%		13%		2%		19%		42%		17.90%		1.80%

		2		Burlington		Burlington High School		89%		0%		0%		6%		6%		11%		25%		22.20%		0.00%

		2		Canton		Canton Elementary		62%		0%		0%		9%		29%		3%		63%		23.00%		4.60%

		1		Canton		Canton High School		71%		0%		0%		2%		27%		8%		49%		14.70%		2.00%

		2		Cherokee		Cherokee Elementary		81%		2%		0%		15%		2%		17%		57%		22.40%		0.00%

		1		Cherokee		Cherokee Middle		90%		0%		0%		6%		4%		20%		44%		15.20%		0.00%

		2		Cherokee		Cherokee High School		89%		0%		1%		7%		3%		19%		32%		13.30%		4.10%

		1		Chisholm		Chisholm Elementary		88%		1%		2%		6%		3%		8%		33%		15.50%		1.20%

		1		Chisholm		Chisholm Middle		84%		3%		2%		8%		3%		2%		32%		15.40%		0.80%

		1		Chisholm		Chisholm High School		89%		2%		2%		5%		2%		1%		28%		11.50%		0.00%

		1		Cimarron		Cimarron Elementary		93%		1%		0%		5%		1%		10%		56%		23.10%		0.00%

		1		Cimarron		Cimarron High School		86%		1%		0%		8%		4%		9%		38%		16.40%		0.00%

		1		Covington-Douglas		Covington-Douglas Elementary		87%		0%		0%		12%		1%		6%		60%		14.10%		0.00%

		1		Covington-Douglas		Covington-Douglas High School		89%		0%		0%		11%		0%		2%		54%		11.50%		1.20%

				5 Schools=3

				8 Schools=2

				19 Schools=1

				Based on data reported in the annual Profiles Report, each school is given a rating of highly diverse (3), diverse (2), or not diverse (1).



				Level 3		Highly Diverse Placement: 

						The population of students is above or equal to the state average in three or more in the above defined areas.



				Level 2		Diverse Placement: 

						The population of students is above or equal to the state average in two of the defined areas.



				Level 1		Low Diversity Placement: 

						All other placements fall into this third category



				1		Ethnicity						< or  =		59% Caucasian		[OK state average]



				2		Mobility						> or  = 		10% new students		[OK state average]



				3		Free/Reduced Lunch						> or  =		61% students qualify		[OK state average]



				4		Special Education						> or =		15% (H.S.15.4% Others students qualify		[OK state average]

														15.3% Other

				5		Limited English Proficiency (LEP)						> or =		3.5% High Schools students identified		[OK state average]

														8.5% Other

				Rating		1		2		3

				Elementary Schools		37		19		25		81

				High Schools		34		13		11		58

				Middle Schools		13		5		4		22

				OK ONLY		84		37		40

				Kansas

				Elementary Schools		1		1		2

				High Schools		2		1		0

				Middle Schools		0		0		0

						3		2		2

				ALL		87		39		42





D-F

		NWOSU Diversity Rating						Ethnic Makeup										Mobility		Free/Red Lunch Eligibility %		Special		ELL

								This Site										(New Student %)				Ed %		Enrollment %

				District		Site		Caucasian		Black		Asian		Hispanic		Nat Amer		School		School		School		School

		2		Deer Creek-Lamont		Deer Creek-Lamont Elementary		84%		0%		3%		4%		9%		12%		51%		15.80%		2.50%

		1		Deer Creek-Lamont		Deer Creek-Lamont High School		79%		0%		2%		7%		12%		10%		44%		26.30%		0.00%

		1		Drummond		Drummond Elementary		80%		0%		0%		13%		6%		4%		46%		23.20%		5.80%

		1		Drummond		Drummond High School		83%		2%		1%		12%		2%		1%		41%		19.60%		2.20%

		3		Enid		Adams Elementary		42%		7%		17%		32%		2%		13%		89%		16.20%		29.90%

		3		Enid		Coolidge Elementary		32%		1%		14%		51%		2%		9%		91%		6.60%		38.90%

		1		Enid		Eisenhower Elementary		70%		8%		7%		14%		1%		25%		42%		12.50%		1.90%

		3		Enid		Garfield Elementary		35%		6%		24%		34%		2%		20%		96%		6.90%		39.50%

		1		Enid		Glenwood Elementary		82%		3%		4%		11%		1%		7%		59%		16.00%		6.10%

		1		Enid		Hayes Elementary		81%		1%		5%		11%		2%		8%		58%		6.80%		4.70%

		3		Enid		Hoover Elementary		73%		3%		5%		16%		3%		11%		66%		16.70%		12.80%

		3		Enid		McKinley Elementary		67%		1%		7%		23%		1%		23%		76%		9.90%		14.70%

		3		Enid		Monroe Elementary		59%		1%		9%		30%		1%		18%		90%		20.80%		25.10%

		1		Enid		Praire View		85%		3%		3%		7%		3%		14%		35%		7.70%		1.40%

		3		Enid		Taft Elementary		63%		2%		8%		23%		3%		22%		75%		12.90%		14.00%

		1		Enid		Waller Middle		77%		4%		4%		12%		2%		8%		52%		17.20%		1.40%

		2		Enid		Emerson Middle		67%		5%		7%		20%		2%		7%		78%		19.40%		5.80%

		3		Enid		Longfellow Middle		37%		5%		17%		38%		2%		10%		94%		14.50%		16.30%

		3		Enid		Enid High School		59%		7%		10%		19%		5%		17%		63%		14.80%		7.40%

		1		Fairview		Cornelsen Elementary		86%		1%		0%		8%		5%		10%		50%		21.20%		2.80%

		1		Fairview		Chamberlain Middle		80%		1%		1%		10%		7%		5%		46%		16.30%		4.60%

		1		Fairview		Fairview High School		84%		3%		2%		6%		6%		7%		44%		21.50%		0.60%

		1		Fargo		Fargo Elementary		81%		0%		0%		15%		4%		7%		66%		12.70%		5.20%

		2		Fargo		Fargo High School		83%		0%		0%		10%		8%		9%		63%		15.90%		3.20%

		2		Forgan		Forgan Elementary		68%		0%		0%		32%		0%		10%		50%		18.40%		14.30%

		2		Forgan		Forgan High School		68%		0%		0%		27%		5%		0%		45%		29.60%		11.40%

		2		Fort Supply		Fort Supply Elementary		84%		0%		2%		12%		2%		22%		44%		19.60%		0.90%

		1		Fort Supply		Fort Supply High School		89%		0%		0%		0%		11%		4%		36%		25.00%		0.00%

		1		Freedom		Freedom Elementary		72%		4%		0%		12%		12%		7%		48%		14.50%		2.90%

		2		Freedom		Freedom High School		75%		0%		4%		18%		4%		13%		50%		7.10%		3.60%

		3		Frontier		Frontier Elementary		35%		1%		0%		7%		58%		1%		74%		22.70%		0.00%

		3		Frontier		Frontier High School		39%		0%		0%		10%		51%		7%		62%		24.10%		0.00%



				11 Schools=3

				7 Schools=2

				14 Schools=1













G-M

		NWOSU Diversity Rating						Ethnic Makeup										Mobility		Free/Red Lunch Eligibility %		Special		ELL

								This Site										(New Student %)				Ed %		Enrollment %

				District		Site		Caucasian		Black		Asian		Hispanic		Nat Amer		School		School		School		School

		2		Gage		Gage Elementary		85%		0%		0%		13%		0%		20%		73%		10.90%		0.00%

		3		Gage		Gage High School		74%		0%		0%		26%		0%		26%		65%		30.40%		0.00%

		1		Goodwell		Goodwell Elementary		73%		2%		2%		23%		0%		NA		36%		7.90%		4.80%

		1		Goodwell		Goodwell High School		67%		2%		4%		19%		0%		6%		0%		14.90%		14.90%

		3		Guymon		Academy Elementary		23%		2%		4%		71%		0%		2%		85%		8.60%		41.20%

		3		Guymon		North Park Elementary		23%		2%		4%		71%		0%		8%		75%		12.80%		24.70%

		3		Guymon		Central Jr. High School		26%		3%		4%		67%		0%		8%		71%		14.10%		25.40%

		3		Guymon		Guymon High School		27%		2%		4%		67%		0%		11%		61%		11.00%		19.60%

		2		Hardesty		Hardesty Elementary		46%		0%		0%		49%		4%		7%		73%		11.30%		0.00%

		3		Hardesty		Hardesty High School		39%		0%		0%		61%		0%		8%		70%		13.00%		4.40%

		3		Hennessey		Hennessey Lower Elem		55%		1%		0%		43%		1%		6%		83%		19.40%		34.40%

		3		Hennessey		Hennessey Upper Elem		52%		1%		0%		43%		4%		5%		88%		21.30%		13.30%

		3		Hennessey		Hennessey High School		51%		0%		0%		43%		6%		4%		81%		17.10%		10.10%

		3		Hooker		Hooker Elementary		49%		0%		1%		50%		0%		3%		64%		12.10%		23.30%

		3		Hooker		Hooker High School		52%		1%		1%		47%		0%		3%		48%		16.90%		7.60%

		2		Keyes		Keyes Elementary		82%		0%		0%		18%		0%		12%		58%		14.00%		10.00%

		2		Keyes		Keyes High School		60%		0%		8%		32%		0%		0%		72%		DNA		12.00%

		1		Kingfisher		Heritage Elementary		66%		0%		0%		25%		8%		7%		51%		15.00%		12.90%

		1		Kingfisher		Kingfisher Middle		69%		1%		0%		18%		12%		7%		45%		18.60%		5.80%

		1		Kingfisher		Kingfisher High School		72%		1%		0%		16%		11%		7%		45%		11.20%		1.20%

		1		Kremlin-Hillsdale		Kremlin-Hillsdale Elem		88%		1%		1%		7%		2%		4%		39%		17.10%		0.00%

		1		Kremlin-Hillsdale		Kremlin-Hillsdale H.S.		90%		3%		1%		1%		5%		5%		33%		12.80%		0.00%

		3		Laverne		Laverne Elementary		65%		1%		0%		33%		1%		8%		53%		13.80%		22.40%

		2		Laverne		Laverne High School		70%		0%		0%		28%		1%		10%		35%		23.70%		8.60%

		1		Leedey		Leedey Elementary		83%		0%		0%		4%		12%		1%		39%		17.80%		0.00%

		1		Leedey		Leedey High School		87%		3%		0%		2%		8%		5%		32%		14.50%		0.00%

		2		Lomega		Lomega Elementary		84%		0%		1%		11%		4%		5%		76%		22.60%		6.80%

		3		Lomega		Lomega High School		82%		0%		0%		16%		2%		7%		67%		20.00%		4.40%

		1		Medford		Medford Elementary		85%		0%		0%		10%		4%		18%		53%		14.70%		0.50%

		2		Medford		Medford High School		89%		0%		1%		8%		1%		12%		55%		17.30%		1.30%

		1		Mooreland		Mooreland Elementary		90%		0%		1%		8%		2%		11%		55%		15.10%		0.00%

		1		Mooreland		Mooreland High School		90%		0%		1%		7%		2%		8%		40%		16.20%		0.00%

		1		Morrison		Morrison Elementary		91%		2%		0%		3%		4%		9%		64%		15.00%		0.00%

		1		Morrison		Morrison Middle		98%		0%		1%		0%		2%		2%		53%		13.90%		0.00%

		1		Morrison		Morrison High School		93%		1%		1%		4%		1%		2%		0%		15.70%		0.00%

		1		Mulhall-Orlando		Mulhall-Orlando Elem		86%		0%		1%		6%		6%		4%		57%		21.70%		0.00%

		1		Mulhall-Orlando		Mulhall-Orlando H.S.		91%		0%		0%		5%		5%		2%		36%		17.21%		0.00%







				13 Schools=3

				6 Schools= 2

				17Schools= 1







N-T

		NWOSU Diversity Rating		District		Site		Ethnic Makeup										Mobility		Free/Red Lunch Eligibility %		Special		ELL

								This Site										(New Student %)				Ed %		Enrollment %

								Caucasian		Black		Asian		Hispanic		Nat Amer		School		School		School		School

		3		Newkirk		Braman Elementary		81%		5%		0%		6%		11%		26%		71%		17.70%		0.00%

		1		Newkirk		Newkirk Elementary		69%		2%		0%		3%		27%		8%		68%		13.60%		0.00%

		2		Newkirk		Newkirk Middle		66%		1%		0%		4%		29%		6%		70%		17.60%		0.00%

		1		Newkirk		Newkirk High School		73%		1%		0%		3%		23%		5%		57%		22.30%		0.00%

		1		Okarche		Okarche Elementary		92%		0%		0%		5%		3%		5%		34%		19.80%		2.80%

		1		Okarche		Okarche Jr. High		94%		0%		0%		5%		1%		8%		25%		5.20%		0.00%

		1		Okarche		Okarche High School		92%		0%		0%		4%		4%		6%		7%		4.00%		0.00%

		3		Okeene		Okeene Elementary		74%		2%		0%		23%		1%		14%		64%		21.70%		0.00%

		1		Okeene		Okeene Jr. High		83%		0%		0%		17%		0%		5%		56%		29.30%		0.00%

		1		Okeene		Okeene High School		84%		0%		0%		13%		3%		5%		46%		18.10%		0.00%

		1		Pioneer Pleasant Vale		Pioneer PV Elementary		79%		1%		0%		19%		1%		8%		66%		11.40%		2.00%

		2		Pioneer Pleasant Vale		Pioneer PV Jr. High		81%		4%		1%		13%		1%		11%		55%		18.00%		3.90%

		1		Pioneer Pleasant Vale		Pioneer PV High School		85%		3%		0%		10%		2%		3%		53%		8.70%		2.00%

		1		Ponca City		Trout Elementary		86%		0%		1%		9%		5%		8%		53%		10.90%		1.70%

		3		Ponca City		Garfield Elementary		57%		9%		0%		16%		18%		15%		87%		14.20%		7.70%

		3		Ponca City		Liberty Elementary		70%		4%		0%		13%		13%		15%		98%		17.20%		1.80%

		3		Ponca City		Lincoln Elementary		46%		4%		0%		21%		30%		23%		96%		10.70%		8.00%

		2		Ponca City		Roosevelt Elementary		76%		4%		2%		4%		14%		9%		76%		18.80%		4.10%

		3		Ponca City		Union Elementary		70%		6%		1%		3%		20%		13%		78%		24.30%		2.20%

		1		Ponca City		Woodlands Elementary		89%		1%		0%		7%		3%		3%		42%		13.10%		2.40%

		3		Ponca City		East Middle		74%		2%		1%		7%		16%		14%		73%		19.30%		4.20%

		2		Ponca City		West Middle		66%		6%		1%		6%		20%		9%		70%		23.40%		2.30%

		1		Ponca City		Ponca City High School		68%		4%		2%		11%		15%		9%		53%		17.20%		2.30%

		2		Pond Creek Hunter		Pond Creek Hunter Elementary		92%		0%		0%		5%		2%		7%		66%		15.90%		0.00%

		1		Pond Creek Hunter		Pond Creek Hunter Middle		84%		0%		0%		11%		5%		1%		52%		27.30%		0.00%

		1		Pond Creek Hunter		Pond Creek Hunter High School		90%		0%		1%		1%		8%		2%		33%		14.90%		0.00%

		1		Ringwood		Ringwood Elementary		61%		0%		2%		35%		1%		2%		58%		9.70%		6.50%

		2		Ringwood		Ringwood High School		67%		1%		0%		29%		3%		FTR		46%		31.10%		8.50%

		1		Sharon Mutual		Sharon Mutual Elementary		90%		0%		0%		8%		2%		6%		34%		12.00%		1.30%

		1		Sharon Mutual		Sharon Mutual High School		92%		0%		0%		4%		4%		3%		35%		25.00%		0.00%

		1		Shattuck		Shattuck Elementary		84%		1%		0%		13%		2%		3%		46%		14.60%		4.50%

		1		Shattuck		Shattuck High School		79%		0%		3%		18%		0%		6%		35%		9.20%		10.20%

		3		Taloga		Taloga Elementary		93%		0%		1%		0%		6%		20%		65%		25.40%		1.40%

		2		Taloga		Taloga High School		87%		0%		0%		0%		13%		23%		60%		40.00%		0.00%

		1		Timberlake		Timberlake Elementary		91%		2%		1%		2%		3%		7%		47%		17.70%		0.00%

		1		Timberlake		Timberlake High School		94%		1%		1%		1%		3%		4%		52%		23.40%		0.00%





				8 Schools=3

				7 Schools=2

				21 Schools=1





T-Z

		NWOSU Diversity Rating		District		Site		Ethnic Makeup										Mobility		Free/Red Lunch Eligibility %		Special		ELL

								This Site										(New Student %)				Ed %		Enrollment %

								Caucasian		Black		Asian		Hispanic		Nat Amer		School		School		School		School

		2		Tonkawa		Tonkawa Elementary		60%		1%		0%		12%		26%		11%		66%		12.50%		3.30%

		1		Tonkawa		Tonkawa Middle		62%		1%		0%		5%		31%		10%		54%		21.20%		1.30%

		1		Tonkawa		Tonkawa High School		65%		0%		0%		11%		24%		6%		51%		11.90%		2.70%

		2		Turpin		Turpin Elementary		53%		0%		0%		46%		10%		8%		60%		11.20%		25.30%

		2		Turpin		Turpin High School		49%		2%		0%		50%		0%		4%		56%		15.10%		12.60%

		2		Tyrone		Tyrone Elementary		52%		4%		2%		42%		0%		0%		60%		14.00%		10.90%

		1		Tyrone		Tyrone High School		63%		0%		0%		35%		0%		0%		46%		10.80%		4.60%

		1		Vici		Vici Elementary		87%		0%		0%		12%		0%		5%		46%		10.50%		5.10%

		2		Vici		Vici High School		87%		0%		0%		11%		2%		4%		48%		14.00%		4.30%

		3		Watonga		Watonga Elementary		64%		3%		0%		19%		13%		13%		75%		13.90%		8.90%

		1		Watonga		Watonga Middle		64%		3%		1%		21%		10%		0%		68%		12.10%		7.80%

		1		Watonga		Watonga High School		65%		10%		0%		18%		8%		6%		61%		9.10%		1.50%

		1		Waukomis		Waukomis Elementary		92%		0%		0%		6%		2%		8%		54%		11.00%		0.70%

		2		Waukomis		Waukomis High School		89%		0%		0%		8%		4%		6%		52%		25.50%		0.00%

		1		Waynoka		Waynoka Elementary		83%		0%		0%		12%		5%		8%		37%		11.70%		0.00%

		1		Waynoka		Waynoka High School		83%		0%		0%		13%		4%		4%		33%		10.70%		0.00%

		1		Woodward		Cedar Heights Elementary		82%		2%		1%		12%		4%		2%		41%		11.30%		4.60%

		2		Woodward		Highland Park Elementary		61%		0%		0%		30%		8%		3%		70%		15.30%		12.50%

		2		Woodward		Horace Mann Elementary		62%		1%		1%		31%		5%		8%		66%		13.80%		17.10%

		1		Woodward		Woodward Middle		74%		1%		1%		21%		4%		10%		53%		12.90%		6.30%

		1		Woodward		Woodward High School		72%		1%		1%		23%		3%		8%		42%		12.00%		5.80%

		3		Yarbrough		Yarbrough Elementary		58%		0%		0%		38%		3%		7%		88%		16.90%		24.60%

		3		Yarbrough		Yarbrough High School		48%		0%		4%		43%		4%		4%		83%		13.00%		13.00%

		1		Woodward		Woodward Early Childhood Center		66%		2%		1%		24%		4%		NA%		60%		11.00%		NA





				Ok State Average				59%										10%		61%		15.3% Elem		8.6% Elem

																						15.5% H.S.		3.5% H.S. 

		Kansas

		1		South Barber, KS		South Barber Pre-K-6		89%		0%				6%		2.3% Other		0.83%		48.60%		31.85%		0.00%

		1		South Barber, KS		South Barber 7-12		89%		0%				6%		4.8% Other		0.00%		26.90%		18.27%		0.00%

		2		Anthony-Harper,KS		Anthony Elementary		85%		0.60%				7%		7% Other		0.29%		63.00%		23.34%		1.40%

		3		Anthony-Harper,KS		Harper Elementary		76%		0.70%				20%		3.2% Other		11.95%		71.40%		23.33%		14.18%

		2		Anthony-Harper,KS		Chaparral High		82%		0.00%				10%		7.8% Other		7.78%		61.09%		10.12%		5.06%

		3		Caldwell, KS		Caldwell Elementary		83%		0.00%				7%		9.6% Other		2.75%		63.20%		29.06%		0.00%

		1		Caldwell, KS		Caldwell Secondary		89%		1.50%				4%		5.9% Other		1.48%		43.70%		8.15%		0.00%



				Kansas State Average				65.40%		7.10%				18.90%		8.70%		1.84%		49.97%		13.89%		8.71%

				5 Level 3

				10 Level 2

				16 Level 1

				TOTALS

				42 Level 3

				39 Level 2

				87 Level 1
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Northwestern Oklahoma State University 


First Year Teacher Survey 


Q2 - Is the person completing this survey a first year teacher?


# Answer % Count 


3 I am a first year teacher 100.00% 11 


4 I am not a first year teacher 0.00% 0 


Total 100% 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Is the person completing 
this survey a first year 
teacher? 


3.00 3.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 11 100.00% 100.00% 







Q3 - Through which route did you receive your teaching license?


# Answer % Count 


1 Traditional Teacher Certification 100.00% 11 


2 Alternative Certification 0.00% 0 


3 Emergency Certification 0.00% 0 


4 ABCTE 0.00% 0 


5 Teach for America 0.00% 0 


6 Paraprofessional route to teacher certification 0.00% 0 


7 Out-of-state preparation 0.00% 0 


Total 100% 11


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Through which route did 
you receive your teaching 
license? 


1.00 3.00 3.00 0.72 0.52 11 100.00% 0.00% 







Q4 - For each statement below, please indicate your level of agreement using the scale 
provided. My educator preparation program prepared me to:


Question Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Somewhat 


Disagree 
Somewhat 


Agree Agree Strongly 
Agree Total 


1. understand how
learners grow and
develop.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 18.18% 2 36.36% 4 45.45% 5 11 


2. recognize that
patterns of learning
and development
vary individually
within and across
the cognitive,
linguistic, social,
emotional, and
physical areas.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 18.18% 2 36.36% 4 45.45% 5 11 


3. design and
implement
developmentally
appropriate and
challenging learning
experiences.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 54.54% 6 18.18% 2 27.27% 3 11 


4. use
understanding of
individual
differences and
diverse cultures and
communities to
ensure inclusive
learning
environments that
enable each learner
to meet high
standards.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 18.18% 2 54.54% 6 27.27% 3 11 


5. work with others
to create
environments that
support individual
and collaborative
learning.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 36.36% 4 45.45% 5 11 


6. encourage
positive social
interaction, active
engagement in
learning, and self-
motivation.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 18.18/% 2 9.09% 1 36.36% 4 36.36% 4 11 


7. understand the
central concepts,
tools of inquiry, and


0.00% 0 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 54.54% 6 18.18% 2 11 







structures of the 
discipline(s) I teach. 
8. create learning
experiences that
make the discipline
accessible and
meaningful for
learners to assure
mastery of the
content.


0.00% 0 9.09% 1 0.00% 0 27.27% 3 36.36% 4 27.27% 3 11 


9. understand how
to connect concepts
to each other and
to authentic local
and global issues.


0.00% 0 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 36.36% 4 36.36% 4 11 


10. know how to
use differing
perspectives to
engage learners in
critical thinking,
creativity, and
collaborative
problem solving.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 9.09% 1 27.27% 3 18.18% 2 45.45% 5 11 


11. understand and
use multiple
methods of
assessment to
engage learners in
their own growth
and guide learners’
decision making.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 27.27% 3 15.38% 1 18.18% 2 36.36% 4 10 


12. understand and
use multiple
methods of
assessment to
monitor learner
progress and to
guide my decision-
making.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 18.18% 2 27.27% 3 9.09% 1 36.36% 4 10 


13. plan instruction
that supports every
student in meeting
rigorous learning
goals by drawing
upon knowledge of
content areas,
curriculum, cross-
disciplinary skills,
and pedagogy.


0.00% 0 9.09% 1 9.09% 1 27.27% 3 18.18% 2 27.27% 3 10 


14. plan instruction
that supports every 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 36.36% 4 27.27% 3 27.27% 3 10 







student in meeting 
rigorous learning 
goals by drawing 
upon knowledge of 
learners and the 
community context. 
15. understand and
use a variety of
instructional
strategies to
encourage learners
to develop deep
understanding of
content areas and
their connections,
and to build skills to
apply knowledge in
meaningful ways.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 36.36% 4 27.27% 3 27.27% 3 10 


16. integrate
technology
effectively and
appropriately into
instruction.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 9.09% 1 27.27% 3 18.18% 2 36.36% 4 10 


17. engage in
ongoing
professional
learning and use
evidence to
continually evaluate
my practice,
particularly the
effects of my
choices and actions
on others (learners,
families, other
professionals, and
the community).


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 18.18% 2 36.36% 4 45.45% 5 11 


18. engage in
ongoing
professional
learning and use
evidence to
continually adapt
practice to meet
the needs of each
learner.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 27.27% 3 45.45% 5 27.27% 3 11 


19. seek
appropriate
leadership roles and
opportunities to
take responsibility


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 9.09% 1 18.18% 2 27.27% 3 45.45% 5 11 







for student 
learning. 
20. seek
appropriate
leadership roles and
opportunities to
collaborate with
learners, families,
colleagues, other
school
professionals, and
community
members to ensure
learner growth.


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 9.09% 1 27.27% 3 27.27% 3 36.36% 4 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 


3 Box 
Top 3 


Box 
1. understand how learners
grow and develop. 4.00 6.00 5.14 0.74 0.55 11 0.00% 100.00% 


2. recognize that patterns
of learning and
development vary
individually within and
across the cognitive,
linguistic, social, emotional,
and physical areas.


4.00 6.00 5.14 0.74 0.55 11 0.00% 100.00% 


3. design and implement
developmentally
appropriate and challenging
learning experiences.


3.00 6.00 4.62 0.92 0.85 11 7.69% 92.31% 


4. use understanding of
individual differences and
diverse cultures and
communities to ensure
inclusive learning
environments that enable
each learner to meet high
standards.


4.00 6.00 5.07 0.70 0.49 11 0.00% 100.00% 


5. work with others to
create environments that
support individual and
collaborative learning.


3.00 6.00 5.00 0.93 0.86 11 7.14% 92.86% 


6. encourage positive social
interaction, active
engagement in learning,
and self-motivation.


3.00 6.00 4.93 1.03 1.07 11 14.29% 85.71% 


7. understand the central
concepts, tools of inquiry, 2.00 6.00 4.64 1.11 1.23 11 14.29% 85.71% 







and structures of the 
discipline(s) I teach. 
8. create learning
experiences that make the
discipline accessible and
meaningful for learners to
assure mastery of the
content.


2.00 6.00 4.71 1.10 1.20 11 7.14% 92.86% 


9. understand how to
connect concepts to each
other and to authentic local
and global issues.


2.00 6.00 4.79 1.21 1.45 11 14.29% 85.71% 


10. know how to use
differing perspectives to
engage learners in critical
thinking, creativity, and
collaborative problem
solving.


3.00 6.00 4.93 1.03 1.07 11 7.14% 92.86% 


11. understand and use
multiple methods of
assessment to engage
learners in their own
growth and guide learners’
decision making.


3.00 6.00 4.62 1.27 1.62 10 30.77% 69.23% 


12. understand and use
multiple methods of
assessment to monitor
learner progress and to
guide my decision-making.


3.00 6.00 4.54 1.15 1.33 10 23.08% 76.92% 


13. plan instruction that
supports every student in
meeting rigorous learning
goals by drawing upon
knowledge of content
areas, curriculum, cross-
disciplinary skills, and
pedagogy.


2.00 6.00 4.46 1.28 1.63 10 23.08% 76.92% 


14. plan instruction that
supports every student in
meeting rigorous learning
goals by drawing upon
knowledge of learners and
the community context.


3.00 6.00 4.77 0.97 0.95 10 7.69% 92.31% 


15. understand and use a
variety of instructional
strategies to encourage
learners to develop deep
understanding of content
areas and their
connections, and to build


4.00 6.00 4.85 0.86 0.75 10 0.00% 100.00% 







skills to apply knowledge in 
meaningful ways. 
16. integrate technology
effectively and
appropriately into
instruction.


3.00 6.00 4.69 1.07 1.14 10 15.38% 84.62% 


17. engage in ongoing
professional learning and
use evidence to continually
evaluate my practice,
particularly the effects of
my choices and actions on
others (learners, families,
other professionals, and the
community).


4.00 6.00 5.14 0.83 0.69 11 0.00% 100.00% 


18. engage in ongoing
professional learning and
use evidence to continually
adapt practice to meet the
needs of each learner.


4.00 6.00 4.93 0.80 0.64 11 0.00% 100.00% 


19. seek appropriate
leadership roles and
opportunities to take
responsibility for student
learning.


3.00 6.00 4.93 0.96 0.92 11 7.14% 92.86% 


20. seek appropriate
leadership roles and
opportunities to collaborate
with learners, families,
colleagues, other school
professionals, and
community members to
ensure learner growth.


3.00 6.00 4.86 0.99 0.98 11 7.14% 92.86% 







Q5 - Overall, I felt I was well prepared.


# Answer % Count 


1 Strongly Disagree 0.00% 0 


2 Disagree 18.18% 2 


3 Somewhat Disagree 18.18% 2 


4 Somewhat Agree 0.00% 0 


5 Agree 45.45% 5 


6 Strongly Agree 18.18% 2 


Total 100% 11 


Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Overall, I felt I was 
well prepared. 2.00 6.00 4.36 1.34 1.80 11 28.57% 71.43% 


Q6 - Were any of your educator preparation courses delivered in a P12 classroom?


# Answer % Count 


1 Yes 36.36% 4 


2 No 63.63% 7 


Total 100% 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Were any of your 
educator preparation 
courses delivered in a 
P12 classroom? 


1.00 2.00 1.64 0.48 0.23 11 100.00% 100.00% 







Q7 - Was your student teaching experience based on a co-teaching/student teaching 
model (e.g. St. Cloud University Model)?


# Answer % Count 


1 Yes 72.72% 8


2 No 27.27% 3 


Total 100% 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 


3 Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Was your student 
teaching experience based 
on a co-teaching/student 
teaching model (e.g. St. 
Cloud University Model)? 


1.00 2.00 1.36 0.48 0.23 11 100.00% 100.00% 







Q8 - What courses or experiences in your teacher education program stand out as 
particularly important or meaningful?  Explain.


What courses or      experiences in your teacher education program stand ou... 


Reading Diagnosis - that class really helped me understand how to apply the assessments used to meet the needs 
of a student. / Math concepts - that class helped me to understand how to break down standards to make sure 
students understand the background knowledge as well as effective strategies to help students succeed with that 
concept. 
Students with Exceptionalities /  / Description of exceptionalities that cause interruptions in learning along with 
ways to differentiate instruction for each exceptionality. /  / Additionally, all the classes which taught how to write 
a lesson plan and tie it into multiple subjects. 


Student teaching semester. You really do not not realize how school works until you are teaching a class  yourself. 


None of my experiences or classes stand out as particularly meaningful.  However, I did have teachers that were 
remarkable and meaningful for their passion for teaching. 


Discussion of culture 


The lessons that were directed toward the hands on learning. 


All of the experiences in the classroom were helpful. 


The course that I found most helpful was my Diagnosis class. I was able to meet with a student once a week and 
tutor that child in reading. This was the most meaningful because I was able to be in the situation instead of just 
being told about it. 


Reading in the content area 


Diagnosis of Reading  / Classroom Management 







Q9 - Given the challenges you have faced as a classroom teacher, in what area could you 
have used more preparation?


Elementary Classroom Management - I know classroom management is challenging considering you never know 
what the dynamic of your classroom will be like, however it would be helpful to have more information about 
several of the different strategies you could use as well as a baseline for how you would implement them. I had a 
difficult time finding a strategy that worked for me as well as my students and that caused inconsistency. I think if 
I would have had some sort of guideline for different strategies (i.e. Blurt beans, taking away a bean whenever a 
student talks out after asked to raise hand) and some ways to implement that within the classroom would have 
helped me to be more consistent. There were so many questions I had when it came to classroom management. / 
I also think that I needed to be better prepared for deciphering the curriculums. When I opened the teachers 
editions of my math, reading, language, social studies, and science curriculums I was overwhelmed by the amount 
of information I saw there. I had no idea what to do with all of it. I think it I had to create a couple of lesson plans 
using different curriculum books it would have helped me to better understand what i was looking at and not be 
so overwhelmed. 
~The actual designing processes of a classroom theme, making the walls, and centers. / ~Organizing all the 
paperwork such as grading, inputting grades, teacher handbooks, teacher manuals, behavior plans, absent 
student work, student work that is turned in late, work from other teachers who pull students for extra help, how 
to match up those assignments to what is being taught in the main classroom, the reading tests; benchmark, 
literacy, and fluency, spelling tests "Words-Their-Way", The ELL paper, parent /teacher conferences papers, End of 
year pass/fail papers, LIEP paperwork. / ~ Most importantly, separating politically passing students from students 
that really need to be retained...It is such a long, gray line.  Extremely confusing and daunting. 
Beginning of the school. / I had never seen the first day of school until I had to do it myself. I believe there should 
be a course where you required to attend the first day of school. 
Handling multiple issues sinultaneously would be helpful, as I had several IEP students in my classroom as well as 
a handful of non-IEP students that had emotional and begavioral issues.  It is hard to prepare for handling all of 
these issues simultaneously while still trying to prepare meaningful and rigorous lessons. 


Keeping my students engaged and have a desire to learn just to learn 


Behavioral issues, special needs, and how to discipline students that just don't care. 


Classroom management. How to start the year off. I HAD NO IDEA HOW TO DO ANYTHING!!! 


Special Education (iep, modifications)  / 


Preparing for a state test! 







Q10 - Please note awards or honors received, degrees or certificates earned, and other 
recognitions from the current school year.


Please note awards or      honors received, degrees or certificates earned,... 


I graduated Summa Cum Laude in December 2015 with a Bachelors Degree in Early Childhood Education. 


Great Expectations Training Certificate / Recognized for first testing experience, job-well-done. / 


I got no recognitions or honors from my school year, but I do not believe any others got any either, other than the 
one nominated for Teacher of the Year. 


Participated in a TED X talk program  / NO additional certifications at this time earned  / 


Bachelor's degree, Great expectations training, literacy first training. 


N/A 


Q11 - Were you assigned a mentor from your school district this school year?


# Answer % Count 


1 Yes 70.00% 7 


2 No 30.00% 3 


Total 100% 10 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Were you assigned a 
mentor from your school 
district this school year? 


1.00 2.00 1.23 0.42 0.18 10 100.00% 100.00% 







Q12 - Please indicate the number of contact hours with your mentor teacher:


# Answer % Count 


1 1 or more hours per week 36.36% 4 


2 1-3 hours per month 27.27% 3


3 4-7 hours per month 9.09% 1 


4 I did not have a mentor. 27.27% 3 


Total 100% 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 


3 Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Please indicate the 
number of contact hours 
with your mentor teacher: 


1.00 4.00 2.21 1.08 1.17 11 78.57% 71.43% 


Q13 - Is your mentor in your same teaching area?


# Answer % Count 


1 Yes 50.00% 5 


2 No 50.00% 5 


Total 100% 10 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Is your mentor in your 
same teaching area? 1.00 2.00 1.54 0.50 0.25 10 100.00% 100.00% 







Q14 - How satisfied are you with your mentoring experience?


# Answer % Count 


1 Very Dissatisfied 0.00% 0 


2 Dissatisfied 0.00% 0 


3 Somewhat Dissatisfied 0.00% 0 


4 Neutral 20.00% 1 


5 Somewhat Satisfied 0.00% 0 


6 Satisfied 20.00% 1 


7 Very Satisfied 60.00% 3 


Total 100% 5 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
How satisfied are you 
with your mentoring 
experience? 


4.00 7.00 5.83 1.34 1.81 5 0.00% 66.67% 


Q15 - How can the mentoring experience be improved?


How can the mentoring experience be improved? 


I had a wonderful mentor! She answered any questions I had and brought information she thought I would need 
to my attention! 


My mentor was amazing!  No improvements necessary. 


I enjoyed my mentor experience. My mentor was in the same grade as me just across the hall. I was able to 
communicate with her daily with any issues that I was having. 







Q16 - In what area(s) were you initially certified?  (Please check all that apply.)


# Answer % Count 


1 Elementary Education 45.45% 5 


2 Early Childhood 45.45% 5 


3 Special Education 9.09% 1 


4 Foreign Language 0.00% 0 


6 Math 0.00% 0 


7 Science 0.00% 0 


8 English 0.00% 0 


9 Social Studies 0.00% 0 


10 Instrumental/Vocal Music 0.00% 0 


11 Physical Education/Health/Safety 0.00% 0 


12 Art 0.00% 0 


13 Business Education 0.00% 0 


14 Gifted Education 0.00% 0 


15 Family and Consumer Sciences 0.00% 0 


16 Speech/Drama/Debate 0.00% 0 


17 Agriculture Education 0.00% 0 


18 Library Media Specialist 0.00% 0 


19 School Counselor 0.00% 0 


20 Reading Specialist 0.00% 0 


5 Gifted Talented 0.00% 0 


Total 100% 11 







Q17 - What is your current primary teaching assignment? (Please choose at least one of 
the followings, you may choose more than one options.)


# Question PreK Grade 
1 - 3 


Grade 
4 - 6 


Grade 
7 -9 


Grade 
10 - 12 


1 Early Childhood 66.67% 1 41.67% 5 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


2 Elementary 0.00% 0 16.67% 2 40.00% 2 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


3 Math 0.00% 0 8.33% 1 20.00% 1 50.00% 1 0.00% 0 


4 Science 0.00% 0 8.33% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


5 Social Studies 0.00% 0 8.33% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


6 English 0.00% 0 8.33% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


7 Foreign Language 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


8 Physical Education/Health/Safety 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


9 Special Education 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


10 Instrumental/Vocal Music 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


11 Business 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


12 Family and Consumer Sciences 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


13 Business Education 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


14 Agriculture Education 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


15 Gifted/Talented 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


16 Art 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


17 School Counselor 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


18 Library Media Specialist 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


19 Reading Specialist 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 20.00% 1 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


20 Speech/Drama/Debate 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 


Total Total 1 Total 11 Total 4 Total 1 Total 0 







Q18 - In what additional area(s) are you certified? (Please check all that apply.)


# Answer % Count 


1 Elementary Education 66.67% 4 


2 Early Childhood 33.33% 2 


3 Special Education 0.00% 0 


4 Foreign Language 0.00% 0 


6 Math 0.00% 0 


7 Science 0.00% 0 


8 English 0.00% 0 


9 Social Studies 0.00% 0 


10 Instrumental/Vocal Music 0.00% 0 


11 Physical Education/Health/Safety 0.00% 0 


12 Art 0.00% 0 


13 Business Education 0.00% 0 


14 Gifted Education 0.00% 0 


15 Family and Consumer Sciences 0.00% 0 


16 Speech/Drama/Debate 0.00% 0 


17 Agriculture Education 0.00% 0 


5 Library Media Specialist 0.00% 0 


18 School Counselor 0.00% 0 


19 Reading Specialist 0.00% 0 


20 Agriculture Education 0.00% 0 


Total 100% 6







Q19 - In which other roles do your currently participate?


# Answer % Count 


1 Team Leader 0.00% 0 


2 Instructional Coach 0.00% 0 


3 Mentor 0.00% 0 


4 Student Organization Sponsor 100.00% 1 


5 Coach 0.00% 0 


Total 100% 1 


Q20 - Do you teach in a Title I school?


# Answer % Count 


1 Yes 81.81% 9 


2 No 18.18% 2 


Total 100% 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Do you teach in a 
Title I school? 1.00 2.00 1.14 0.35 0.12 11 100.00% 100.00% 







Q21 - Which of the following describes your school district?


# Answer % Count 


1 Rural 54.54% 6 


2 Urban 27.27% 3 


3 Suburban 18.18% 2 


Total 100% 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Which of the following 
describes your school 
district? 


1.00 3.00 1.57 0.73 0.53 11 100.00% 100.00% 


Q22 - From which institution did you receive recommendation for teacher certification?  
(If you hold an alternative or emergency certificate please select the Oklahoma State 
Department of Education.)


# Answer % Count 


1 Northwestern Oklahoma State University 100.00% 11 


Total 100% 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 


3 Box 
Top 3 


Box 
From which institution did 
you receive recommendation 
for teacher certification?  (If 
you hold an alternative or 
emergency certificate please 
select the Oklahoma State 
Department of Education.) 


8.00 8.00 8.00 0.00 0.00 11 0.00% 0.00% 







Q23 - Did you participate in any high school programs and/or classes that influenced your 
decision to become a teacher?


# Answer % Count 


1 Yes 18.18% 2 


2 No 81.81% 9 


Total 100% 11 


Field Minimum Maximum Mean Std 
Deviation Variance Count Bottom 3 


Box 
Top 3 


Box 
Did you participate in any 
high school programs 
and/or classes that 
influenced your decision 
to become a teacher? 


1.00 2.00 1.86 0.35 0.12 11 100.00% 100.00% 


Q24 - If yes, please describe.  i.e. Future Educators of America/Educators Rising, Teacher 
Cadet, etc..


If yes, please describe.  i.e. Future Educators of America/Educators Rising... 


I was not in any class or organization that was geared toward education specifically but I feel that many of the 
organizations that I did participate in fueled my passion for teaching. FCCLA and Student Council helped me to be 
in a leadership role as well as collaborate with others. It taught me team building and cooperation. In each of the 
activities that I participated in I saw the impact we had on students and knew that I wanted to be there for 
students in the future. I also participated in a school program that allowed members of sports teams and the band 
to go to the T-1 classroom on fridays and help those students read books. I loved the feeling of helping another 
student to read as well as seeing the look on their face when this high school kid walked in to the room to help 
them! 


I went to Autry Technology and took Early Childhood and Hospitality 


no 


N/A 







Q29 - NWOSU prepared me to:


# Question Strongly 
disagree Disagree Somewhat 


disagree 
Somewhat 


agree Agree Strongly 
agree 


1 


To meet the 
needs of 


diverse 
learners 


0.00% 0 18.18% 2 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 36.36% 4 36.36% 4 


2 


To integrate 
technology 


in the 
classroom as 


an 


0.00% 0 9.09% 1 0.00% 0 27.27% 3 36.36% 4 27.27% 3 







instructional 
tool 


3 
To assess 


student 
learning 


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 27.27% 3 18.18% 2 54.54% 6 


4 


To evaluate 
assessment 


results to 
make 


instructional 
decisions 


0.00% 0 0.00% 0 0.00% 0 27.27% 3 45.45% 5 27.27% 3 


Total Total 0 Total 3 Total 0 Total 9 Total 15 Total 16 
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Section 4. Display of Annual Reporting Measures. 

Any change that means the EPP no longer satisfies accreditation standards or requirements:

3.6 Change in regional accreditation status

No Change / Not Applicable

3.7 Change in state program approval

No Change / Not Applicable

Annual Reporting Measures (CAEP Component 5.4 | A.5.4)

Impact Measures (CAEP Standard 4) Outcome Measures

1. Impact on P-12 learning and development
(Component 4.1)

5. Graduation Rates (initial & advanced levels)

2. Indicators of teaching effectiveness
(Component 4.2)

6. Ability of completers to meet licensing 
(certification) and any additional state 
requirements; Title II (initial & advanced 
levels)

3. Satisfaction of employers and employment 
milestones
(Component 4.3 | A.4.1)

7. Ability of completers to be hired in
education positions for which they have 
prepared (initial & advanced levels)

4. Satisfaction of completers
(Component 4.4 | A.4.2)

8. Student loan default rates and other 
consumer information (initial & advanced 
levels)

4.1 Provide a link or links that demonstrate data relevant to each of the Annual Reporting Measures are public-friendly 
and prominently displayed on the educator preparation provider's website.

1
Link: https://www.nwosu.edu/school-of-education/education

Description of data 
accessible via link:

The Teacher Education Assessment Management System (TEAMS) report is a review of all program 
data by a committee comprised of stakeholders, university administration, university assessment
director, and educator preparation provider faculty. The data are reviewed and recommendations made 
for program improvement based upon evaluation of the data. The final report of the TEAMS committee 
is on the Northwestern Oklahoma State University Division of Education web site. Multiple points of
data at the initial and advanced levels are within the report.

Tag the Annual Reporting Measure(s) represented in the link above to the appropriate preparation level(s) (initial 
and/or advanced, as offered by the EPP) and corresponding measure number.

Level \ Annual Reporting Measure 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Initial-Licensure Programs

Advanced-Level Programs    

2
Link: https://www.nwosu.edu/uploads//factbook.pdf

Description of data 
accessible via link:

The Northwestern Oklahoma State University includes the data for graduation rates and the student 
loan default rates.

Tag the Annual Reporting Measure(s) represented in the link above to the appropriate preparation level(s) (initial 
and/or advanced, as offered by the EPP) and corresponding measure number.

Level \ Annual Reporting Measure 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Initial-Licensure Programs

Advanced-Level Programs    

3
Link: https://www.nwosu.edu/uploads//division-of-education/title-ii-program-report-2016-2017.pdf

Description of data 
accessible via link:

The Title II report for 2016-2017 includes the data for addressing the ability of completers to meet 
licensing requirements for certification. The report breaks down the passing rate for multiple tests that 



are required for certification in Oklahoma.

Tag the Annual Reporting Measure(s) represented in the link above to the appropriate preparation level(s) (initial 
and/or advanced, as offered by the EPP) and corresponding measure number.

Level \ Annual Reporting Measure 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Initial-Licensure Programs

Advanced-Level Programs    

4
Link: https://www.nwosu.edu/uploads//division-of-education/hiring-2016-2017.pdf

Description of data 
accessible via link: The data reflect the hiring information for initial level candidates graduating in 2016-2017.

Tag the Annual Reporting Measure(s) represented in the link above to the appropriate preparation level(s) (initial 
and/or advanced, as offered by the EPP) and corresponding measure number.

Level \ Annual Reporting Measure 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8.

Initial-Licensure Programs

Advanced-Level Programs    

4.2 Summarize data and trends from the data linked above, reflecting on the prompts below.

Component 4.1 The EPP is putting in place "multiple measures" to meet component 4.1. Within the Teacher Assessment 
Management System (TEAMS) report are data from the first year teacher survey that is completed by first year teachers who
graduated from the EPP, and by the teacher's mentor and administrator. The data indicate completers have a positive impact on 
student learning as assessed with the current survey. The next first year teacher survey will have a specific question regarding
impact on student learning. Other measures that are being put in place include: Pre/post benchmark testing from stakeholder 
schools; case studies through a mentoring program in which completers are employed. The first year teacher survey is widely 
shared in that it is part of the TEAMS report that is on the EPP's web site. The data from the report are shared with the faculty in 
the educator preparation program. The benchmark data and the case studies data will be made available at the same location on 
the EPP's web site and shared with EPP faculty, the advisory board, and the TEAMS committee. 
Component 4.2 The EPP is currently disaggregating data from the 2016-2017 statewide teacher assessment system (Teacher
Leader Effectiveness, "TLE"). The data are from the evaluation completed by the school site administrator as part of the required
teacher evaluation system in Oklahoma. The data address the knowledge, skills, and dispositions of completers of the EPP. The
first year mentor/administrator survey data are included in the TEAMS report at the URL listed in this section. The data indicate
there were fifty data points for "strongly agreed" to the statement that the first year teacher was prepared for the classroom in the
categories assessed that are aligned with the InTASC standards. One hundred twenty data points responded "agree"; forty-six 
data points for "somewhat agree"; twenty data points for "somewhat disagree"; four data points for "disagree". There were no data 
points for "strongly disagree". Overall, according to the mentor teacher and the administrator, first year teachers who are 
completers of the EPP are prepared for the classroom in the categories assessed that are aligned with InTASC standards. 
According to qualitative data, classroom management is the area in which first year teachers need additional guidance. The initial 
level program has two courses for classroom management. Additionally, instruction is provided throughout the program to assist 
candidates in developing classroom management skills along with many hours in classrooms through field experiences. The 
challenge with this survey is the low rate of response on the part of teachers, mentor teachers, and administrators. The state and 
the EPP are putting in place strategies for receiving a greater response rate. A survey of administrators comparing the EPP's 
completers to those of other institutions is being designed and will be administered in 2017-2018. 
Component 4.3 The EPP will use the data from the mentor/administrator first year teacher survey as part of this measure (see data 
results in TEAMS report; narrative in 4.2). The Teacher Leader Effectiveness data is being disaggregated with subsequent 
analysis as part of component 4.3. Note in section 7 of this report, the EPP has identified a gap with data regarding "...employment 
milestones such as promotion and retention..." and is in the process of determining how that data can be extracted. There is 
qualitative data from the first year teacher survey asking if the completers had received any honors or recognition. Overall, those
who responded said "no". The EPP will also use the administrative survey that is being implemented in 2017-2018 that will 
compare the EPP's completers to those of other institutions as a measure for component 4.3.
Component 4.4 The first year teacher survey is one measure for this component. The data from this survey can be found in the 
TEAMS report. The EPP is developing a survey for completers who are participating in the case studies project as part of the
mentoring program. The initial data from this will be available in 2017-2018. 
Outcome measure #5. The graduation rate is tracked by the institution and is reflected in the "Factbook". At the advanced level, 
the graduation rate is reflected in the number of degrees awarded for the academic year. For 2016-2017, twenty degrees were

What has the provider learned from reviewing its Annual Reporting Measures over the past 
three years? 

Discuss any emerging, long-term, expected, or unexpected trends? Discuss any 
programmatic/provider-wide changes being planned as a result of these data?
Are benchmarks available for comparison?
Are measures widely shared? How? With whom?



Section 5. Areas for Improvement, Weaknesses, and/or Stipulations

Summarize EPP activities and the outcomes of those activities as they relate to correcting the areas cited in the last
Accreditation Action/Decision Report.

NCATE: Areas for Improvement related to Standard 5 cited as a result of the last CAEP review:

EPP faculty were involved in scholarly work that is appropriate for the mission of the unit and the institution in 2016-2017 at the 
national, state, and local levels. Eight educator preparation faculty attended five national conferences, and sixteen faculty attended 
approximately fourteen state conferences. Nine educator preparation faculty gave presentations at seven different scholarly
conferences/meetings during the 2016-2017 academic year. A science education faculty member presented at the national Physics 
Teacher Education Coalition conference. Three faculty presented their research study, "Why Teach?", at Oklahoma Research Day 
in March, 2017, and two faculty presented at the Career Tech summer conference. Two faculty presented at the state Oklahoma 
Association of Colleges of Teacher Education conference. One presentation was on the use of instructional technology titled 
"Writing Instruction Using Multimodal Literacies" and the other was "Why Teach? Perennial Problems and Possible Solutions".
"Integrating Technology Writing into Writing Instruction" and "Becoming a 21st Century Teacher" were presentations by an 
educator preparation faculty member at the statewide Student Oklahoma Education Association conference. Further evidence of 
faculty engagement in scholarly work appropriate for the mission of the unit and the institution included the collaboration of an 
educator preparation faculty member and the Oklahoma State Department of Education to produce a series of four videos on
classroom management specifically designed to assist individuals seeking certification through the alternative pathway. The writing, 
taping and editing of the videos began in 2015-2016 but were completed and published on the Oklahoma State Department of 
Education web site in fall, 2016. Further demonstration of scholarly work by an educator preparation faculty member is by the 
selection of a faculty member to be a part of a statewide course equivalency project for alignment of coursework across the state at
the request of the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education. Local presentations by educator preparation faculty included a 
lecture by a social sciences education faculty member at an area museum and a presentation of record keeping as it pertains to 
agriculture education candidates by an agriculture education faculty member.
Four educator preparation faculty are continuing in doctoral programs. Two of the four are in the research phase of their respective 
programs. Two faculty members served on mentoring committees for first year teachers who completed the NWOSU educator 
preparation program. The faculty were invited to serve as mentors at the request of the respective P-12 schools in which the first 
year teachers work. 

Section 6. Continuous Improvement
CAEP Standard 5

The provider maintains a quality assurance system comprised of valid data from multiple measures, including evidence of 
candidates' and completers' positive impact on P-12 student learning and development. The provider supports continuous 
improvement that is sustained and evidence-based, and that evaluates the effectiveness of its completers. The provider 

awarded at the advanced level for programs leading to additional licensure. Specific data for the graduate rate at the initial and
advanced levels are needed. The EPP will enlist the aide of the institution's instructional technology department to determine if
better reporting measures are available through that department or if the EPP will need to design its own system for gathering this
data. 
Outcome measure #6. According to the Title II report, the EPP's completers meet licensing requirements. The EPP has identified
certification exams by which the pass rates are lower and have changed curriculum to focus on those areas by examining the sub-
area tests and the competencies for those sub-areas. Completers have met all other state and program requirements to be 
designated as "completer". Passing the Oklahoma General Education Test and the Oklahoma Subject Area Test are program 
requirements. The Oklahoma Professional Teaching Examination is a certification requirement but is not a program requirement by 
the EPP. In summary, all completers have passed the Oklahoma General Education Test and the applicable Oklahoma Subject 
Area Test(s), thus, there is an overall pass rate in each test of 100%. One candidate in 2016-2017 did not take the Oklahoma 
Professional Teaching Examination, thus the passing rate on that examination is 98%. Completers at the advanced levels have a
100% passing rate. 
Outcome measure #7. In the past, the EPP has relied upon self-reporting to determine those who have been hired in positions for 
which they are prepared. The institution's assessment office attempts to get this information, but the response rate is exceedingly 
low, especially at the advanced level. The EPP is determining a better process than self-reporting. The data that are available at 
the initial level are published on the EPP's web site. It will become a part of the review by the Teacher Education Management 
Assessment System committee, thus, it will become part of the annual report that is published on the EPP's web site. The job
placement is high at the initial level. Because data at the advanced level is sparingly reported, no conclusions can be drawn about
candidates being hired into the positions for which they were trained for reading specialist, school counselor, and educational
leadership. There are limited data points at the advanced level in the TEAMS report. 
Outcome measure #8. The default rate is reflected in the institution's Factbook and is reported by fiscal year, not academic year 
and is based upon a three year average. The default rate has fluctuated throughout the timeline presented in the Factbook. In 
summary, the three year rate reported in February, 2016 (fiscal years 2013-2016), was 13.3. For the report date in February, 2017 
(fiscal years 2014-2016), the rate was 14.6. For the report date in February, 2018, (fiscal years 2015-2018), the default rate was 
11.3. The institution's Factbook is available on its web site as indicated above with the URL presented.

1. Professional education faculty are not actively engaged in scholarly work that is appropriate 
for the mission of the unit and the institution. (ITP) (ADV)



uses the results of inquiry and data collection to establish priorities, enhance program elements and capacity, and test 
innovations to improve completers' impact on P-12 student learning and development.

CAEP Standard 5, Component 5.3
The provider regularly and systematically assesses performance against its goals and relevant standards, tracks results 
over time, tests innovations and the effects of selection criteria on subsequent progress and completion, and uses results 
to improve program elements and processes.

6.1 Summarize any data-driven EPP-wide or programmatic modifications, innovations, or changes planned, 
worked on, or completed in the last academic year. This is an opportunity to share targeted continuous 
improvement efforts your EPP is proud of. Focus on one to three major efforts the EPP made and the 
relationship among data examined, changes, and studying the results of those changes.

 Describe how the EPP regularly and systematically assessed its performance against its goals or the CAEP standards. 
 What innovations or changes did the EPP implement as a result of that review? 
 How are progress and results tracked? How will the EPP know the degree to which changes are improvements?

Data indicates a decrease in the number of candidates at the initial level. This data can be found in the annual Title II report, the 
annual CAEP report, institutional reports, and the EPP's Teacher Education Assessment Management System (TEAMS) report. 
This is a trend that is also reported in various statewide measures. As part of the recruitment plan to increase the number of 
candidates and to recruit more diverse candidates, the EPP partnered with two regional high schools that participate in a program
titled "Teach Oklahoma" This program consists of a daily class within the high school curriculum that focuses on all aspects of the 
teaching profession including interning in P-12 classrooms. The program is sponsored by the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher 
Education. A grant received by the EPP from the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education enabled the EPP to work with the 
high school students through their participation in educator preparation courses, tours of two campus locations, and a research 
project. titled, "Why Teach"? Educator preparation faculty worked with the students on conducting research with career teachers on 
the reasons to teach. The research data was compiled and trends noted. The results of the research were presented in a poster
session by the high school students and EPP faculty at Oklahoma Research Day in March, 2017. The partnership has resulted in 
students from the Teach Oklahoma program choosing to attend the EPP and major in education. The partnership has also enabled 
the EPP to recruit diverse candidates as the diversity within the two high schools is greater than those found in other communities 
from which the EPP draws its candidates.
Anecdotal data from completers who teach in hard-to-staff (high needs) schools revealed they did not feel prepared to teach in 
those schools. Data from the first year teacher survey (see file in section below) also indicate this. The analysis of the data reveal 
guidelines for field experiences in P-12 schools were not sufficient as the guidelines were focused on diversity in location only. New 
guidelines were needed that would require candidates to complete more diverse field experiences including the final internship 
(student teaching). The EPP , with input from stakeholders, developed a system for designating the level of diversity for a school
site using available public information in five areas of diversity. Those were (1) ethnicity, (2) free/reduced lunch, (3) mobility, (4) 
English Language Learner, and (5) special needs. For school sites that were above the state average in three of the five 
categories, they were designated as "highly diverse". For school sites that were above the state average in two of the five 
categories, they were designated as "diverse". School sites that were above state average in one or no categories were designated 
as "not diverse". Among the two major field experiences and the final internship, each candidate must complete at least one 
experience in a highly diverse school site. A chart was developed by the EPP showing the diversity designation for the schools in 
which the candidates complete field experiences and the internship. The chart will be reviewed and updated every three years. 
Candidates submit a plan for completing the diversity requirements early in the educator preparation program. They are
encouraged to plan "backwards" in that they select where they want to complete their final internship first, then complete the two 
main field experiences in schools that satisfy the diversity requirements. To assist candidates in meeting the "highly diverse" school 
requirement, all candidates participate in a full day field trip to Oklahoma City to visit high needs schools as part of their first field 
experience. This is especially important because the EPP is located in a rural area. Throughout the educator preparation program, 
candidates work with their advisor to ensure they meet the diversity requirements as they matriculate through the program. Before 

The following questions were created from the March 2016 handbook for initial-level programs sufficiency criteria for 
standard 5, component 5.3 and may be helpful in cataloguing continuous improvement.

 What quality assurance system data did the provider review? 
 What patterns across preparation programs (both strengths and weaknesses) did the provider identify? 
 How did the provider use data/evidence for continuous improvement? 
 How did the provider test innovations? 
 What specific examples show that changes and program modifications can be linked back to evidence/data? 
 How did the provider document explicit investigation of selection criteria used for Standard 3 in relation to 

candidate progress and completion?
 How did the provider document that data-driven changes are ongoing and based on systematic assessment of 

performance, and/or that innovations result in overall positive trends of improvement for EPPs, their 
candidates, and P-12 students? 

The following thoughts are derived from the September 2017 handbook for advanced-level programs
How was stakeholders' feedback and input sought and incorporated into the evaluation, research, and decision-making
activities?



the final internship, a check of the diversity of the schools in which field experiences have been completed is made to confirm the 
final internship placement is within the guidelines. By having candidates complete field experiences and the internship according to
these guidelines, candidates are immersed in hard-to-staff schools. It is the goal of the EPP to have more completers choose to 
work in hard-to-staff schools and for them to be fully prepared to do so. 
Data from the survey completed by first year teachers, mentors, and administrators indicated completers of the EPP's initial level 
program were lacking in the use of instructional technology. Additionally, completers were not as strong in their ability to design and 
use assessments and evaluate data from the assessments to make instructional designs as needed in today's P-12 classrooms. 
The EPP designed and implemented an Educational Technology course and an Assessment Design course as program 
requirements. The 2016-2017 academic year was the first year for full implementation of the two courses. Further instructional
technology and assessment requirements in lesson planning and field experiences are being piloted with data being available in 
2017-2018. The file uploaded in the section below is from a first year teacher survey for 2016-2017. These results, along with other 
data, will serve as a baseline to determine the extent to which completers are confident in their ability to use instructional 
technology, design assessments, and evaluate the results of the assessments.

Tag the standard(s) or component(s) to which the data or changes apply. 

1.1 Understanding of InTASC Standards
3.1 Recruits and supports high-quality and diverse candidate pool
x.1 Diversity
x.2 Technology

Upload data results or documentation of data-driven changes.

 collegiate_grant_report_June_1_2017.docx

 School_Diversity_Ratings_20162017(Spring_2017_until_Spring_2019).xlsx

 First_Year_Teacher_Survey_(20162017).pdf

6.2 Would the provider be willing to share highlights, new initiatives, assessments, research, scholarship, or service activities 
during a CAEP Conference or in other CAEP Communications?

 Yes    No

6.3 Optional Comments

Section 7: Transition
In the transition from legacy standards and principles to the CAEP standards, CAEP wishes to support a successful transition 
to CAEP Accreditation. The EPP Annual Report offers an opportunity for rigorous and thoughtful reflection regarding progress 
in demonstrating evidence toward CAEP Accreditation. To this end, CAEP asks for the following information so that CAEP can 
identify areas of priority in providing guidance to EPPs.

7.1 Assess and identify gaps (if any) in the EPP’s evidence relating to the CAEP standards and the progress made on 
addressing those gaps. This is an opportunity to share the EPP’s assessment of its evidence. It may help to use the Readiness 
for Accreditation Self-Assessment Checklist, the CAEP Accreditation Handbook (for initial level programs), or the CAEP 
Handbook: Guidance on Self-Study Reports for Accreditation at the Advanced Level. 

If there are no identified gaps, click the box next to "No identified gaps" and proceed to question 7.2.
 No identified gaps

If there are identified gaps, please summarize the gaps and any steps planned or taken toward the gap(s) to be fully 
prepared by your CAEP site visit in the text box below and tag the standard or component to which the text applies.
5.2 The EPP has identified a gap in assuring the "interpretation of data are valid and consistent". The EPP has made a change in 
the vendor that houses its data collection system. The transition has been made to a vendor that is more responsive to the EPP's
needs than the previous vendor. While the new vendor has the capability to meet the EPP's needs, putting in place a system that 
meets the criteria for 5.2 (relevant, verifiable, representative, cumulative, and actionable), the initial focus has been on the ability to 
conduct assessments within the new system. Moving the system to a data output system as well as input system for the EPP to 
review for continuous improvement is in the early stages. The relationship between the EPP and the vendor is very good, and the 
vendor has demonstrated a responsiveness that will enable the EPP to have data that "...are valid and consistent".
5.3 The gap regarding component 5.3 is due to the issues identified in 5.2. A new data gathering system is being implemented. The
EPP is in the initial stages of being able to "test innovations" using the new system. Testing performance against the EPP's goals is 
not underway because the EPP is updating its goals, thus the reason the testing of performance against those goals has not taken 
place. Upon confirmation of the goals, the EPP will be able to do that.
5.4 The EPP has a gap regarding "external benchmarked" data for completer impact. The EPP has put in place measures by which 
to do that, but the data is incoming at this point. The EPP has identified the means by which to benchmark completer impact.
2,1 The EPP has identified a gap in co-construction of clinical experiences in that the co-construction has, in the past, been
informal. Formalization of the process has begun as well as identifying areas in which co-construction has not been taking place. 



Surveys of cooperating (mentor) teachers and administrators occurs and feedback from those surveys is used to improve school 
and community arrangements. All entry, preparation, and exit requirements are approved by a committee that includes 
representatives from schools and community. Representatives from the communities served by the EPP are now participating in 
entry and exit interviews. The EPP is focusing upon the co-construction of assessments pertaining to clinical experiences by 
sending for review to clinical educators assessments pertaining to field experiences and internships.
2.2 A gap has been identified by the EPP in co-selecting, preparing, evaluating, supporting, and retaining high-quality clinical 
educators. The EPP has criteria in place for those who serve in the role of clinical educator. Other times the selection of the clinical 
educators has been at the discretion of the school site principal. Some principals make recommendations to the EPP for clinical 
educators, others allow teachers to choose to take on the role of clinical educator. While the EPP has a very good relationship with 
its P-12 school partners, a more collaborative approach is warranted and is being designed. The advisory board for the EPP has 
approved the criteria for clinical educators. Training for clinical educators will occur through a combination of video taped training 
and on-site training. The EPP is revising its exit survey of student teachers/interns in which they evaluate their clinical experience to 
provide more quantitative data that is valid and reliable. 
3.6 The EPP has identified a gap regarding evidence that candidates understand expectations of the profession, specifically codes 
of conduct. The EPP does provide this information, but formalizing the evidence has not occurred. The EPP will be documenting 
this to provide evidence. 
4.1 The EPP has identified three data points to meet this component at this time. Two partner schools have agreed to provide 
pre/post benchmark data, and the EPP is contacting more schools to ask for this data. Case studies are being conducted by 
graduates who are in their first year teaching, and the EPP is contacting other graduates to assist in the case studies project. The 
EPP is meeting with more recent graduates regarding their participation in the case studies project. The state will be providing data 
from a spring survey of first year teachers who are graduates of the EPP. The response rate on the part of the teachers, mentors, 
and administrators has been very low. The state and the EPP are putting in place measures to raise the response rate on this 
survey. 
4.3 The EPP has identified a gap in having valid and reliable data for employment milestones. A survey of the superintendents of 
partner schools has been developed. A statewide survey of first year teachers asks if any of them received honors, awards, 
promotion, etc. This data is qualitative. Further information in this regard will have to come from personally contacting graduates. 
Data from state mentor/administrator surveys are being disaggregated that are relevant to 4.3. 
1.2 The EPP has identified a gap regarding candidates using research to develop an understanding the teaching profession. The 
EPP modified the lesson plan template to include research as a part of lessons the candidates write. The new template will be 
implemented for the 2017-2018 academic year. At that time, the data will be evaluated to determine the impact on candidates 
knowledge of research and the teaching profession. 
A2.1 The EPP has identified a gap in the co-construction of "...mutually beneficial P-12 school and community arrangements..." at 
the advanced level. The EPP has in place internships that are mutually beneficial but the co-construction of other elements of 
advanced programs is not documented or is absent. The EPP Advisory Board was established to assist in part with this. The 
committee that approves all changes pertaining to advanced programs includes members of P-12 schools and the community. The 
EPP is in the process of identifying ways by which advanced candidates are able to apply appropriate technology, but, first the 
definition of "appropriate technology" is needed. Schools partners can assist with this. 
A 4.1 The EPP has identified a gap for 4.1, specifically, "...that employers are satisfied with completers' preparation and that 
completers reach employment milestones.." The EPP and the institution send out surveys to employers, but the response rate is 
very low. The EPP has determined personal communication is needed regarding employers responding to the surveys. 

Tag the standard(s) or component(s) to which the text applies.

1.2 Use of research and evidence to measure students' progress
2.1 Partners co-construct mutually beneficial P-12 partnerships
2.2 Partners co-select, prepare, evaluate, support, and retain high-quality clinical educators
3.6 Candidates understand the expectation of the profession
4.1 Completer impact on student growth and learning
4.3 Employer satisfaction
5.2 Quality assurance system relies on measures yielding reliable, valid, and actionable data.
5.3 Results for continuous program improvement are used
5.4 Measures of completer impact are analyzed, shared and used in decision-making
A.2.1 Partnerships for Clinical Preparation
A.4.1 Satisfaction of Employers

7.2 I certify to the best of my knowledge that the EPP continues to meet legacy NCATE Standards or TEAC Quality Principles, 
as applicable. 

 Yes    No

7.3 If no, please describe any changes that mean that the EPP does not continue to meet legacy NCATE Standards or TEAC 
Quality Principles, as applicable.

Section 8: Preparer's Authorization



Preparer's authorization. By checking the box below, I indicate that I am authorized by the EPP to complete the 2018 
EPP Annual Report.

 I am authorized to complete this report.

Report Preparer's Information

I understand that all the information that is provided to CAEP from EPPs seeking initial accreditation, continuing accreditation 
or having completed the accreditation process is considered the property of CAEP and may be used for training, research and 
data review. CAEP reserves the right to compile and issue data derived from accreditation documents.

CAEP Accreditation Policy

Policy 6.01 Annual Report

An EPP must submit an Annual Report to maintain accreditation or accreditation-eligibility. The report is opened for data
entry each year in January. EPPs are given 90 days from the date of system availability to complete the report.

CAEP is required to collect and apply the data from the Annual Report to:

1. Monitor whether the EPP continues to meet the CAEP Standards between site visits.
2. Review and analyze stipulations and any AFIs submitted with evidence that they were addressed.
3. Monitor reports of substantive changes.
4. Collect headcount completer data, including for distance learning programs.
5. Monitor how the EPP publicly reports candidate performance data and other consumer information on its website.

CAEP accreditation staff conduct annual analysis of AFIs and/or stipulations and the decisions of the Accreditation Council to 
assess consistency.

Failure to submit an Annual Report will result in referral to the Accreditation Council for review. Adverse action may result.

Policy 8.05 Misleading or Incorrect Statements

The EPP is responsible for the adequacy and accuracy of all information submitted by the EPP for accreditation purposes, 
including program reviews, self-study reports, formative feedback reports and addendums and site visit report responses, 
and information made available to prospective candidates and the public. In particular, information displayed by the EPP 
pertaining to its accreditation and Title II decision, term, consumer information, or candidate performance (e.g., 
standardized test results, job placement rates, and licensing examination rates) must be accurate and current.

When CAEP becomes aware that an accredited EPP has misrepresented any action taken by CAEP with respect to the EPP 
and/or its accreditation, or uses accreditation reports or materials in a false or misleading manner, the EPP will be contacted 
and directed to issue a corrective communication. Failure to correct misleading or inaccurate statements can lead to adverse 
action.

 Acknowledge

Name: Christee L. Jenlink

Position: Associate Dean, School of Education

Phone: 580-327-8450

E-mail: cljenlink@nwosu.edu


